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Eyrie Creek McCrae proposed restoration project 

For several years the MHCG Inc. has sought funding from various sources to restore the section of 
Eyrie Creek within the McCrae foreshore Conservation Zone from the bike path to the beach. 
Unfortunately we have been unsuccessful in our applications.  

As the Shire has quite recently expended substantial finds in restoring the upper reaches of the 
Eyrie Creek drainage line south of Pt. Nepean Rd, adjacent to the Eyrie Public steps, it is 
unfortunate that where the waterway re-appears on the Bay side of Pt. Nepean Rd, it is an eyesore 
which severely reduces the otherwise pleasant amenity of the foreshore reserve which our group 
works so hard to maintain.  

Herewith brief historical information of MHCG and a specific project which the group has wanted to 
undertake for some time, but has not had the funds to commence.  

The McCrae Homestead Coastal Group Inc. 

The group was incorporated in 1997 in response to residents’ concerns that the local indigenous 
vegetation in the McCrae coastal zone, and its historic significance, was in danger of being lost. 

One of the aims of the group is to increase public awareness of the fragility of this narrow section of 
the foreshore and to encourage the community to participate in its protection.  
Maintaining healthy vegetation along the foreshore mitigates climate change, storm surges, beach 
stability, sand blowouts and erosion control and is the most effective protection from these impacts 
for the houses and other infrastructure nearby. 

The group maintains constant weeding, planting and protection of the unique flora and fauna of 
the McCrae foreshore within the Conservation Zone from just east of the McCrae lighthouse 
through to Anthony's Nose. Funding our works is a constant battle for limited resources.   
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McCrae foreshore amenity: McCrae foreshore contributes enormously to the popularity of McCrae 
beach as a safe family beach with good water quality, and a scenic gateway to the Southern 
Peninsula. We aim to continue recovery of the landscape and waterways quality of McCrae 
foreshore by focusing on its two waterways – Coburn Creek (ongoing works, funded by Melbourne 
Water) and nearby Eyrie Creek (overdue new works). We have applied for grants from Melbourne 
Water and PPWPCMA over several years to fund works for Eyrie Creek but none have been 
successful.  
 
 
The McCrae foreshore is recovering its landscape character to the delight of the local community. 
However, there are some persistent and imposing threats both ecologically and visually - Eyrie 
Creek being the most obvious. Despite rehabilitation works on landward side of Pt. Nepean Rd; as 
the Eyrie Creek waterway enters the foreshore it has been left as a drainage culvert without 
acknowledgement of emerging restored context and ignorant of natural drainage systems. It allows 
straight runs of sediment and environmental weeds, discharging road and garden run off and gross 
pollutants from residential development above, which all makes its way to the Bay. This is at odds 
with the nearby Coburn Creek where Melbourne Water funded works have successfully slowed 
polluted storm water nutrient and waste into the Bay.  
 
Indeed, we argue that Eyrie Creek is a more visually dominant feature of the McCrae foreshore 
landscape than is Coburn Creek, so is long overdue for attention. As such, the project seeks to 
rectify the existing blights ecologically and visually, by enhancing, rather than threatening, what we 
have already achieved at Coburn Creek and elsewhere on McCrae foreshore. 
 
As present, stagnant water, unkempt bed and banks in Eyrie Creek are a visual blight on the 
otherwise picturesque land and seascape. Importantly, the creek is also a likely health hazard, both 
due to degraded water quality entering a popular family swimming beach, and as a potential 
breeding ground for mosquitoes - the most likely vector for the Buruli ulcer – especially as  
Southern Mornington Peninsula is the current stronghold of this notifiable disease. 
 
Council quite recently undertook substantial and much needed remedial works to the steep creek 
line south of Pt. Nepean Rd between The Eyrie cliff top residential area and Pt. Nepean Rd. – as 
marked in the orange shaded section in the map below. These works have enhanced the local 
amenity immeasurably by also creating the now popular Eyrie Public steps joining the foreshore to 
the cliff top residential areas above Pt. Nepean Rd.  
 
After traversing this now well established area of local amenity south of Pt. Nepean Rd., Eyrie Creek 
crosses diagonally underneath Pt. Nepean Rd. to merge into the blue shaded area marked on the 
map below as the ‘Project area’.   Despite the much needed works south of Pt. Nepean Rd, it is 
extremely unfortunate that as Eyrie Creek emerges onto the foreshore it becomes a stagnant and 
ugly bog, trapped with litter and weeds.  
 
Eyrie Creek proposed restoration project 
 
The area included in this application is in the area shaded blue in the map below- from the Bay Trail 
which runs parallel to Pt Nepean Road, to the beach front for approximately 53 metres, with an 
approximate width of 20 metres.  As per Google image below. 
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The creek is a prominent foreshore feature when viewed from Pt. Nepean Rd, the Bay Trail and 
bridge over the creek, and from the beach. Its degraded condition as it emerges onto the foreshore 
detracts from spectacular bay views from Pt. Nepean Rd. and the popular Bay Trail.  It has become 
a dominant visual blight in a section of the foreshore we have been working hard to rehabilitate.  
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Eyrie Creek from Bay trail bridge viewing area.  
February 2018 

 
Note dry creek bed but still persistent weed infestation. 

 
Eyrie Creek from Bay trail looking towards Bay. 

July 2018.  
Note stagnant water and degraded banks. 

 
Currently choked with debris and weeds, the creek line will become an environmental liability 
unless rehabilitated and it would increasingly contribute to sedimentation, bank erosion and poor 
quality water traversing the popular beach and entering the Bay.  
 
Restoration of the creek bed and banks would also add substantially to the local visual and 
environmental amenity of the popular McCrae beach and foreshore and would preserve dwindling 
habitat for the various foreshore dwelling birds and reptiles reliant on intact indigenous vegetation 
and local freshwater source.   
 
Intended project activities 
 
The project would focus on indigenous revegetation in and around the area of the creek which will 
encourage suppression of weed growth, beautify the creek area and wider amenity. 
 
As the scope of work is outside the expertise of our small group of volunteers, we would engage a 
suitably qualified Environmental restoration contractor to undertake: 
 

 manual removal of identified weeds including kikuyu, oxalis, angled onion and dandelions in 
the bed and banks of Eyrie Creek 
 

 Prepare site for revegetation – mulching and streamline protection etc.  
 

 Supply and plant appropriate indigenous streamline and creek bank vegetation 
 

 Provide report on completion of works 
 
We estimate approximately 450 indigenous plants would initially be required, including: 
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